
Dainty Delight Bracelet 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
62 Bead Gallery® turquoise dyed howlite stone faceted round 3mm 

(18452) 
52 Bead Gallery® blue dyed agate stone faceted round 3mm (18483) 
62 Bead Gallery® reconstituted lapis stone faceted round 3mm (18465) 
01 Bead Gallery® patina plated Aum symbol 19mm charm (14553) 
111” brown 1-ply waxed linen cording 
 
Tools: 
Wire nippers 
G-S Hypo Cement (215A-020) 
Clip Board or Macramé Board 
Large document clip 
 
Level of difficulty (Advanced) 
 
Time – 1 hour 
 
Instructions: 
 

1.  Cut 3 lengths of 22” cording. 
2. Using 1 length of cording, string 60 howlite rounds. 
3. Using 1 length of cording, string 60 lapis rounds. 
4. Using 1 length of cording, 50 blue agate rounds. 
5. Bring strands together, center all beads on cording, 

and form an overhand knot on each side of 
bracelet. 

6. Attach Aum charm to center of bracelet. 
7. Macramé’ slide – Cut 3 lengths of 15” cording. 
8. Cross bracelet cords, place left side under top 

document clip. Move bracelet over to the right side 
of clipboard and secure with a document clip. 

9. Bring the 3 strands of 15” thread together, slide under 
bracelet and form a simple knot. 

10. Form 7 square knots. 
11. Trim cords carefully at knot and dab with glue (make 

sure you do not glue the center cords to the knot). 
12. Pull center cords together making sure there is 

enough room to fit the bracelet onto your wrist. 
13. Form a simple knot and trim end. Repeat on other 

side of bracelet. 
14. Left side - Separate strands, form a simple knot, string 

howlite turquoise and form a simple knot. Trim end. 



Repeat 2 times replacing beads with blue agate and 
lapis. 

15. Repeat step 14 on the right side of bracelet. 


